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What advice would you give to female college students about the opportunities
for women in the accounting profession?

The opportunities for women in the profession of accounting are probably better
than they ever have been, but there are still obstacles to overcome. My advice is to
�nd a �rm that not only touts their “work-life balance” but proves it by their day-to-
day actions. Also �nd a woman mentor who has made partner level and ask her what
it takes to get where you want to go. Finally, be a rainmaker. If you are bringing
business into the �rm, regardless of whether you are a man or woman, you will make
a strong and lasting impression with the �rm leadership.

What advice would you give accounting �rms on ways in which they can better
retain and advance more quali�ed female staff?

Firms are going to have to be open to the fact that success is simply not the same for
everyone. Flexibility is key and creating an atmosphere where people feel like they
can live their lives while they are advancing their careers is vital. I’ve seen many
�rms lose amazing people simply because they wouldn’t bend a bit to their needs.
Take a look at your policies and how they are implemented in real life, and create a
work environment where people can thrive yet still take time off when needed and
adjust their hours when necessary.

What is the name of one book that has been a great in�uence to you?

E-Myth Revisited was incredibly eye-opening as someone who owns a service �rm.
While the same systems that work for a product-based business won’t work in
professional services �rms, it is important to implement systems that can be
repeated, explained and managed by multiple people. Without that, there is simply
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too much pressure on the business owner to manage everything and that load will
become unbearable rather quickly.

In what ways do you participate in the professional community to
change/improve the accounting profession?

Our �rm is all about helping accounting �rms increase their awareness and reach
their growth goals. Outside of that I am personally involved in the Association for
Accounting Marketing on a local and national level, as well as some other groups. I
am a regular speaker for the industry and give quite a few live presentations as well
as webinars throughout the year. I also recently wrote a book (published by the
AICPA) on how �rms can harness the power of online marketing called Take Your
Marketing Online (www.bbrmarketing.com/tymo). On top of that our �rm has two
blogs that we update regularly and even started a LinkedIn group called Marketing
Ideas for CPAs. All told, we do everything we can to support and educate the industry
in any way we can!

In what ways do you participate in your local community to help others?

I am actively involved in our local community, particularly in helping other women
business owners create companies that succeed. I am a founding member of the
Atlanta Independent Women’s Network and am asked to speak at a variety of events
on a regular basis. On a personal level, I am a big supporter of Alpha Team Search &
Rescue, where my husband is a volunteer and our dog Barney served as a cadaver dog
until his recent death.

What changes do you foresee in the accounting profession of the near future (3-5
years)?

I think �rms will have to create more �exible work environments to appeal to
Millennials and a growing female workforce. I also expect marketing to take on a
larger role in �rms’ strategic planning as the industry is getting more and more
commoditized and differentiation is one of the best ways to overcome that fact.
There will be greater use of technology and employees will be spread around the
country instead of all located in one of�ce to give �rms greater access to the talent
they need.

How do you see yourself participating in shaping the future of the accounting
profession?
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I plan to keep on doing what I’ve been doing for the last 10 years and support the
profession in any way I can. I love to help �rms see marketing strategically and take
the steps they need to meet their objectives and growth goals.

Describe one person who has been an important mentor to you and how that
person helped shape the direction or focus of your professional life.

When I �rst started my company, I met with a ton of people just to get advice and
ideas. Many times I would also get a referral or two, which was icing on the cake for
me. All that changed when I met Judi Vitale. She is an outsourced CFO and business
advisor, and we hit it off like gangbusters during our �rst meeting. A few days later, I
was copied on 20 different email introductions that Judi made for me, each with a
personal note encouraging us to meet. That was one of the tipping points for my
company. Many of those introductions turned into clients, and others introduced me
to future clients. I was so grateful to this woman who didn’t owe me anything but
who took the time to invest in my �rm. I always try to pay the favor forward and
make it a goal to be a connector in all areas of my life.
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